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Introduction
Sundance Newbridge’s AlphaKids GO! 
engages young learners as they learn to read . 
With carefully leveled texts and easy-to-follow 
instructional support, students work with their 
teachers to practice and apply phonics and reading 
comprehension skills . 

Organized by Guided Reading Level, the leveled 
texts cover a wide range of literary genres and 
nonfiction topics . Key features include high-interest 
titles that gradually increase in difficulty, striking 
photos, and multicultural characters and subjects . 

Each individual Lesson Plan follows a Before-, 
During-, and After-Reading format . Detailed 
instruction targets the Phonics and Reading 

Comprehension objectives and also integrates 
vocabulary support and extension activities focused 
on key language and early literacy reading skills . 
Social/Emotional Learning discussion prompts 
use the book’s content to promote students’ self- 
and social awareness, and specific activities for 
English language learners support these students in 
vocabulary comprehension and phonics skills . 

This Teacher Strategy Handbook supplements the 
other components with instructional support 
and strategies for teaching phonics and reading 
comprehension . Running Records in this Handbook 
for every title enable teachers to monitor students’ 
fluency progress . 

Key Benefits of Using AlphaKids GO!
• Kid-friendly books engage and motivate young readers

• Print and digital formats of every book allow for flexibility

• Gradual increase in difficulty from one level to the next

• Integrated phonics and reading comprehension instruction in each Lesson Plan

• Social/Emotional Learning discussion prompts tied to each book

• English Language Learner strategies to support vocabulary and phonics understanding

• Content aligned to academic standards for grades K–2

• Explicit teacher support including scripted questions and sample responses

• Easy-to-use blackline masters to assess Phonics understanding

• Running Records for monitoring students’ fluency progress
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Sample Pacing Plan for a Guided Reading Level
The Guided Reading Levels in the AlphaKids GO! Kindergarten set are A, B, C, and D. 
Each level contains 18 titles.

Teach each title over two 30-minute sessions using the Pacing Plan on the previous page.  

The table below shows sample pacing for Guided Reading Level A. The pacing for Guided 
Reading Levels B, C, and D would follow the same pattern.

Days 1–2
Animal Clouds

Days 3–4
At the Zoo

Days 5–6
Being Safe

Days 7–8
Chairs

Days 9–10
Circus

Days 11–12
Dogs

Days 13–14
Face Painting

Days 15–16
Fall Feast

Days 17–18
Fruit Salad

Days 19–20
Glasses

Days 21–22
Ice Cream

Days 23–24
Living and Nonliving

Days 25–26
Look at Me

Days 27–28
Our Country’s Symbols

Days 29–30
Playing

Days 31–32
Push and Pull

Days 33–34
Seasons

Days 35–36
The Sun

Student Books
• Engaging leveled readers

• Gradual increase in text complexity

• A variety of fiction and nonfiction text 
types

• Higher-order thinking questions on the 
inside back cover of each title 

Lesson Plans
• Three readings of each title support 

phonics, reading comprehension, and 
fluency instruction

• Explicit instruction for both Phonics 
and Reading Comprehension through a 
gradual release of responsibility: model, 
practice, apply

• Engaging support for academic 
vocabulary words

• Specific English language learners and 
Social/Emotional Learning activities

Blackline Masters
• Phonics-skill-specific blackline master for 

every leveled reader to practice and assess 
Phonics objective

Teacher Strategy Handbook
• Strategies for Phonics and Reading 

Comprehension instruction

• Scope & Sequence 

• Phonics Skills Matrix

• Sample Pacing Plans show how to divide 
the instruction into multiple sessions  

• Running Record for every leveled reader 
to practice and apply students’ fluency 
skills
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Phonics
Instruction

The key Phonics skills are taught across the grade 
level using text examples to make the skill relevant . 
For details about the skills covered, refer to the 
Phonics Skills Matrix on pages 11–12 . 

In each individual Lesson Plan, use the Phonics 
instruction to explicitly teach a sound-spelling 
correspondence . Each Lesson Plan’s Phonics 
instruction is flexible and can be used with  
partners, small groups, or the whole class .  
It follows a three-step format:

  Teach 
Introduce the phonics concept with a word 
from the text .

  Practice 
Guide students to better understand the focus 
skill with a teacher-led discussion that employs 
additional example words . 

  Apply 
Ask students to demonstrate their knowledge of 
the skill with a hands-on activity for individuals 
or partners .

After teaching the Phonics skill, assess students’ 
understanding with the provided Phonics Blackline 
Master on page 4 of the Lesson Plan . 

Strategies
Select from the following strategies to enhance 
your instruction of a Phonics skill . These strategies 
are based on the activities found in the individual 
Lesson Plans . They can be used to provide students 
with additional practice and to reinforce a Phonics 
concept in a variety of ways .  

  Draw Pictures 
Have students draw and label a picture and 
then share their drawings with the class . For 
example, have students draw a picture of a 
word that begins with Z and describe their 
pictures .

  Sort Words 
Provide students with sets of words written 
on index cards . Ask them to sort the words 
into groups . Use this activity for skills such as 
identifying short a words or long e words .

  Build New Words 
Guide partners to build new one-syllable words 
using onsets and rimes that include a target 
sound . For example, practice short i by having 
students add consonant sounds to the rimes  
-in and -it . 

English Language Learners Strategies
Find detailed ELL strategies in each Lesson Plan . They provide both Vocabulary and Phonics  
activities including the types below .

Vocabulary:

Cognates 
False Cognates 
Shades of Meaning 
Verbs

Phonics:

Echo Reading 
Articulation 
Distinguish Sounds 
Listen for Sounds in Spoken Words 
Model Mouth and Tongue Positions
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Social/Emotional Learning 
Strategies

Find detailed Social/Emotional strategies applied 
to the book’s content in each Lesson Plan . 
They provide discussion prompts and activities 
targeting the following themes:

• Relationship Skills

• Responsible Decision-Making

• Self-Awareness

• Self-Management

• Social Awareness

Refer to the Social/Emotional Learning Strategies 
Matrix on pages 13–14 for the strategy 
addressed in each title’s Lesson Plan .

  Play a Game 
Display a list of words with a mix of example 
and non-example words for a target sound . 
Read aloud each word one at a time to the 
group, or ask volunteers to read aloud the 
words . Have students give a thumbs-up sign if 
the word includes the target phonics sound .  

  Make Silly Sentences 
For a given consonant sound, challenge 
students to say a sentence with as many words 
as they can that start with that sound .

  Find Rhyming Words 
Provide students with a list of words that 
contain rhyming word pairs . Have partners 
work together to match the rhyming words . 
One student reads aloud a word, and the 
partner finds and reads aloud the word that 
rhymes . Then partners switch roles .

  Get Moving 
Read aloud a list of words and have students 
do an action if the word is an example of the 
phonics sound . For example, have students hop 
in place if a word you say has the short o sound 
as in hop .

  Look in Books 
Encourage students to look for words in other 
books they have read that are examples of a 
target sound . Make a class list of the words  
they find . Use this list to discuss the different 
spellings of the sound .
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Reading Comprehension
Instruction

Key Reading Comprehension skills are taught across 
the grade level and applied multiple times to the 
text, making the skill relevant for students . 

In each individual Lesson Plan, use the Reading 
Comprehension instruction to explicitly teach a 
comprehension skill . Each Lesson Plan’s Reading 
Comprehension instruction is flexible and can be 
used with partners, small groups, or the whole class . 
It follows a three-step format:

  Teach 
Introduce the reading comprehension skill . 
Define the skill for students . Then model how 
to use it to better understand a specific section 
of the book . Each Lesson Plan provides scripted 
questions for straightforward instruction . 

  Practice 
Guide students to better understand the skill 
with a group discussion that continues to 
connect the skill to the book . 

  Apply 
Partners demonstrate their knowledge of the 
skill by applying it to an assigned section of  
the book .

After teaching the Reading Comprehension skill, 
assess students’ comprehension of the book using 
the higher-order thinking Think About It questions 
on the inside back cover of the student book . 
Sample answers to these questions are found in 
each Lesson Plan .

Strategies
Select from the following strategies to enhance 
your instruction of a Reading Comprehension skill . 
These strategies are based on the activities found 
in the individual Lesson Plans . They can be used to 
provide students with additional practice and to 
reinforce a Reading Comprehension concept using 
any AlphaKids GO! title .

  Describe Connections Between Ideas or 
Events in a Text 
Discuss ways to connect ideas in a text, such as 
by grouping similar information or recognizing 
a sequence . Explain that this skill is useful to 
learn more about a topic . It helps readers put 
together in a meaningful way the details that an 
author includes in a book .

  Identify the Main Topic and Key Details 
Explain that a main topic is what a book is 
mostly about and key details give important 
information about the topic . Guide students to 
use the words and pictures in a book to identify 
its main topic . Then work together to choose 
the most important details on each page . 
Stating a book’s main topic helps students 
demonstrate their reading comprehension . Use 
a Main Idea and Details Chart (page 30) to help 
students use this skill .
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  Question Unknown Words 
Remind students that when readers are unsure 
of a word’s meaning, they can ask and answer 
questions to help them figure it out . Model 
for students how to pause when reading an 
unfamiliar word and ask yourself questions 
about the word . Then talk about using the 
context to help you understand the meaning . 
Often the pictures on the page provide clues to 
the meaning of a word . 

  Recognize Different Kinds of Texts 
Help students understand the different types 
of texts authors write, including stories with 
made-up characters, poems, texts that give 
information, and how-to texts . Guide them 
to identify the features of a book that allow 
them to determine its text type . Use a Venn 
diagram (page 31) to aid in the discussion of 
the similarities and differences between two 
text types .

  Relate Text and Illustrations or Photos 
Guide students to understand that the text and 
pictures or photos in a book match . The image 
shows what the text says . A picture may also 
show additional details that are not given in the 
words . Similarly, the text may give information 
that is not shown in the image . Readers use 
both the words and the images to understand 

a story or informational text . To reinforce this 
skill, ask students specific questions about what 
they learn from the words and what they learn 
from the pictures in a book . Help them notice 
what details the pictures add . An image may 
also help students determine the meaning of an 
unfamiliar word . 

  Retell Familiar Stories 
Explain that retelling a story is using students’ 
own words to tell the important events in a 
story in the order they happen . Retelling a story 
shows that students understand what they read 
and is a way for them to share the story with 
others . To demonstrate this skill, read aloud a 
few pages of a text . Then model restating the 
most important details and events in your own 
words . Provide a Story Map (page 29) to help 
students capture the details for their retelling .
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Title GRL / LEX Text Type Phonics Reading Comprehension Vocabulary

Animal Clouds A / 20L Informational Text /d/: Dd Connect pictures and words. butterfly, elephant, meerkat, 
snail, swan

At the Zoo A / BR60L Narrative Nonfiction /z/: Zz Relate photos and text. like, giraffe, monkey, zebra, zoo

Being Safe A / 210L Poetry, Fiction /y/: Yy Connect key details. cross, listen, look, stop, street

Chairs A / BR20L Narrative Nonfiction short a Identify the front cover, back 
cover, and title page.

brother, chair, grandpa, sister, 
this

Circus A / BR30L Narrative Nonfiction /b/: Bb Relate text and illustrations. acrobat, band, can, circus, see

Dogs A / BR10L Report, Informational Text /d/: Dd Relate text and illustrations. big, dog, happy, little, sad

Face Painting A / 70L Narrative Nonfiction /k/: Cc Relate text and illustrations. clown, lion, paint, pirate, rabbit

Fall Feast A / BR50L Narrative Nonfiction /f/: Ff Identify the main topic and key 
details.

corn, family, stuffing, thankful, 
turkey

Fruit Salad A / BR40L Narrative Nonfiction /p/: Pp Connect ideas and information. banana, grape, like, orange, 
salad

Glasses A / 0L Narrative Nonfiction /m/: Mm Describe the connection 
between individuals in a text.

brother, dad, family, glasses, 
mom

Ice Cream A / BR60L Narrative Nonfiction /r/: Rr Relate text and illustrations. blue, green, ice cream, white, 
yellow

Living and 
Nonliving

A / BR30L Report, Informational Text /h/: Hh Connect ideas and information. bird, living, metal, nonliving, 
river

Look at Me A / BR80L Report, Puzzle Book—
Fiction

/f/: Ff Relate text and illustrations. beak, feather, look, tail, wing

Our Country’s 
Symbols

A / 80L Informational Text /l/: Ll Identify the front cover, back 
cover, and title page.

eagle, flag, liberty, state, 
symbol

Playing A / BR30L Narrative Nonfiction /l/: Ll Describe the connection 
between ideas.

crawl, hide, jump, slide, swing

Push and Pull A / BR10L Informational Text /r/: Rr Ask and answer questions a 
text.

pull, push, sled, wagon, 
wheelbarrow

Seasons A / BR10L Informational Text /s/: Ss Connect ideas. fall, mud, spring, summer, 
winter

The Sun A / BR70L Informational Text /w/: Ww Connect ideas and information. mountain, sand, sun, warm, 
water

City Life, Country 
Life

B / 140L Informational Text short i Compare and contrast ideas. apartment, country, park, yard, 
lights

Don’t Throw It 
Away!

B / 170L Informational Text short o Relate text and illustrations. feeder, old, quilt, throw away, 
use

Fourth of July B / 130L Informational Text /p/: Pp Identify the main topic and key 
details.

cheers, fireworks, parade, 
picnic, wear

I’m Brave B / 40L Narrative Fiction /t/: Tt Identify characters and events. brave, bus, catch, dragon, 
monster

It’s Snowing! B / 130L Informational Text /n/: Nn Relate text and illustrations. mittens, scarf, snow, sled, 
warm

Jobs at School B / 290L Narrative Nonfiction /j/: Jj Identify the main topic and key 
details.

class, fit, janitor, lead, principal

Lady Liberty B / 90L Narrative Nonfiction /l/: Ll Identify the main topic and key 
details.

future, island, pedestal, tablet, 
torch

Landforms B / 290L Informational Text /v/: Vv Relate two pieces of 
information.

desert, island, marsh, plain, 
valley

AlphaKids GO! Scope and Sequence
Kindergarten
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Title GRL / LEX Text Type Phonics Reading Comprehension Vocabulary

On My Head B / 150L Explanation, Informational 
Text

short u Relate text and illustrations. cap, helmet, ride, skate, wear

One, Two, Buckle 
My Shoe

B / 250L Poetry, Fiction short e Relate text and illustrations. begin, buckle, lay, shut, straight

Play Ball! B / 190L Report, Informational Text /k/: K, k, ck Identify the main topic and key 
details.

bounce, catch, kick, soccer, 
tennis

Run, Rabbit, Run! B / 230L Fantasy, Fiction /r/: Rr Describe illustrations and the 
information they add to the 
text.

clothesline, hole, house, 
hungry, wheelbarrow

Sandwiches B / 110L Narrative Nonfiction /s/: Ss Connect ideas. egg, lunch, sandwich, tomato, 
tuna

What Ben Made B / 200L Informational Text long a: a_e Connect photos and words. fins, grab, lightning, reach, 
stove

What’s for Dinner? B / 40L Narrative Fiction /w/: Ww Use illustrations to describe 
events.

bat, crocodile, eagle, rabbit, 
wolf

What’s the 
Weather?

B / 150L Narrative Nonfiction long i: i_e Describe connections between 
ideas.

clouds, ice, snow, storm, wind

What’s This? 
What’s That?

B / 0L Poetry, Fiction short o Relate story and illustrations. chair, hat, house, log, mat

Work Around 
Town

B / 210L Informational Text /k/: Cc Connect ideas. care, guard, officer, safe, 
sanitation

Birthday Cakes C / 280L Realistic Fiction /kw/: qu Retell familiar stories. birthday, blow, candle, help, 
quick

Butterfly C / 60L Explanation, Informational 
Text

short e Describe the connection 
between events in a text.

butterfly, caterpillar, chrysalis, 
egg, stem

Cats C / 270L Report, Informational Text /l/: Ll Connect ideas. belong, cat, cheetah, family, 
kitten

The Goat C / 150L Narrative Fiction /g/: Gg Relate story and illustrations. goat, newspaper, straw, 
watering can, win

Hamburger C / 210L Narrative Nonfiction short u Relate photos and text. bun, hamburger, ketchup, 
lettuce, tomato

I Can’t Find My 
Roller Skates

C / 200L Realistic Fiction /ks/: Xx Use illustrations to describe 
events.

bookshelf, everywhere, roller 
skates, toy box, upstairs

In a Cold, Cold 
Place

C / 260L Narrative Nonfiction long a: a_e Combine information from the 
pictures and words.

iceberg, icicle, penguin, place, 
seal

In the Ocean C / 250L Poetry, Nonfiction open syllables Ask and answer questions 
about unknown words.

hermit crab, octopus, sea horse, 
shark, stingray

The Mailbox C / 190L Narrative Fiction open syllables Relate story and illustrations. bill, card, invitation, package, 
present

Making Butter C / 320L Procedure, Fiction /j/: Jj Recognize common types of 
texts.

pat, pour, screw, shake, taste

Making Pizza C / 190L Procedure, Nonfiction /p/: Pp Connect ideas. crust, olive, oven, pizza, salami

Monsters C / 70L Narrative Fiction short i Identify characters and events. eat, grab, hear, see, smell

My Dog C / 180L Narrative Nonfiction /j/: Jj Identify main topic and key 
details.

jump, play, taught, very, walk

The Party C / 70L Narrative Fiction /g/: Gg Describe story events. balloon, cookie, friend, game, 
party

GRL = Guided Reading Level     LEX = Lexile® measure
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Title GRL / LEX Text Type Phonics Reading Comprehension Vocabulary

Smoothies C / 170L Narrative Nonfiction /m/: Mm Ask and answer questions 
about text details.

blender, cube, lid, pour, 
smoothie

Sniff C / BR10L Report, Informational Text words with double 
final consonants

Connect ideas. flower, grass, kid, shoe, sniff

Tickling C / 310L Realistic Fiction /f/: Ff Retell the events of a story. chin, feather, found, laugh, 
tickle

What’s That 
Noise?

C / 230L Realistic Fiction /n/: Nn Relate text and illustrations. highway, noise, snore, turn, 
wake

Dinosaur Time D / 230L Report, Informational Text long a: a_e Describe the connection 
between ideas in a text.

ago, animal, bird, dinosaur, 
reptile

Going Shopping D / 350L Realistic Fiction words with initial 
consonant blends

Relate text and illustrations. bakery, florist, hardware, shop, 
supermarket

Looking at 
Flowers

D / 180L Report, Informational Text /y/: Yy Connect ideas. bell, brush, cup, star, sun

Looking for Fang D / 370L Realistic Fiction /v/: Vv Identify major events. claw, great, look, sharp, short

The Lost Mother D / 190L Realistic Fiction short o Identify major events. cake, checkout, gone, lost, shop

Mighty Machines D / 280L Report, Informational Text short i Ask and answer questions 
about unknown words.

break, carry, concrete, heavy, 
machine

My Farm D / 260L Narrative Nonfiction /k/: Cc Connect ideas. beehive, breakfast, honey, 
sweater, vegetable

Plants D / 160L Explanation, Informational 
Text

/w/: Ww Relate text and illustrations. ground, leaf, roots, rose, 
sunlight

The Pond D / 110L Explanation, Informational 
Text

long o: o_e Describe the connection 
between events in a text.

duck, frog, live, pond, tadpole

Rain D / 200L Realistic Fiction /h/: Hh Identify major events. boots, gloves, raincoat, scarf, 
wet

Riding My Bike D / 470L Narrative Nonfiction long i: i_e Describe the connection 
between events.

across, along, everywhere, 
through, puddle

Sebastian Learns 
to Fly

D / 180L Fantasy, Fiction short a Identify and describe the main 
characters in a story.

begin, flap, fly, just, yell

Shut the Gate! D / 280L Fantasy, Fiction words with double 
final consonants

Describe the features of a 
specific nursery rhyme.

farmer, forget, gate, shout, shut

Signs D / 340L Report, Informational Text /s/: Ss Relate text and photos. allow, library, sign, 
supermarket, swimming pool

Sleeping Animals D / 200L Report, Informational Text words with initial 
consonant blends

Connect ideas and information. branch, curl, hang, sea, wing

Springs D / 220L Informational Text /t/: Tt Identify main topic and key 
details.

backward, clothespin, forward, 
seat, spring

Tadpoles and 
Frogs

D / 230L Explanation, Informational 
Text

short e Identify main topic. grow, hatch, shrink, swim, tail

The Tree D / 460L Explanation, Informational 
Text

/b/: Bb Connect ideas and information. bird, butterfly, caterpillar, sap, 
spider

GRL = Guided Reading Level     LEX = Lexile® measure
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Phonics Skill Title Sample Words

m Glasses (GRL A)
Smoothies (GRL C)

mom 
made, milk

short a Chairs (GRL A)
Sebastian Learns to Fly (GRL D)

dad, cat 
can, flap, dad

s Seasons (GRL A)
Sandwiches (GRL B)
Signs (GRL D)

seasons 
sandwich 
signs, supermarket

t I’m Brave (GRL B)
Springs (GRL D)

tiger 
toy

p Fruit Salad (GRL A)
Fourth of July (GRL B)
Making Pizza (GRL C)

peaches, pears 
parade 
pizza, peppers, put

n It’s Snowing! (GRL B)
What’s That Noise? (GRL C)

neck 
noise

short i City Life, Country Life (GRL B)
Monsters (GRL C)
Mighty Machines (GRL D)

in 
big 
it, lift, pick, drill

c Face Painting (GRL A)
Work Around Town (GRL B)
My Farm (GRL D)

cat 
care 
cow, corn

f Fall Feast (GRL A)
Look at Me (GRL A)
Tickling (GRL C)

fall, feast, leaf 
feet, feathers 
feather, feet, funny

d Animal Clouds (GRL A)
Dogs (GRL A)

dog 
dog

h Living and Nonliving (GRL A)
Rain (GRL D)

house 
head, hat, hands, hot

short o Don’t Throw It Away! (GRL B)
What’s This? What’s That? (GRL B)
The Lost Mother (GRL D)

box 
frog, log 
mom, got, lost

r Ice Cream (GRL A)
Push and Pull (GRL A)
Run, Rabbit, Run! (GRL B)

red 
rake 
run, rabbit

b Circus (GRL A)
The Tree (GRL D)

band 
butterfly, bird

l Our Country’s Symbols (GRL A)
Playing (GRL A)
Lady Liberty (GRL B)
Cats (GRL C)

look, symbol 
like 
lady, liberty, pedestal 
lion, leopard, animal

k Play Ball! (GRL B) kick

short e One, Two, Buckle My Shoe (GRL B)
Butterfly (GRL C)
Tadpoles and Frogs (GRL D)

hen, ten 
egg, then 
eggs, legs

g The Party (GRL C)
The Goat (GRL C)

game 
goat

w The Sun (GRL A)
What’s for Dinner? (GRL B)
Plants (GRL D)

warm, water 
wolf 
water

Phonics Skills Matrix
Each book’s Lesson Plan provides detailed Phonics Skill instruction for the key  
Phonics Skills taught in Kindergarten as listed below .
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Phonics Skill Title Sample Words

x I Can’t Find My Roller Skates (GRL C) (toy) box

v Landforms (GRL B)
Looking for Fang (GRL D)

valley 
(uncle) Vin

short u On My Head (GRL B)
Hamburger (GRL C)

sun 
bun

j Jobs at School (GRL B)
Making Butter (GRL C)
My Dog (GRL C)

jobs 
jar 
jump, jumped

q Birthday Cakes (GRL C) quick

y Being Safe (GRL A)
Looking at Flowers (GRL D)

you 
yellow

z At the Zoo (GRL A) zoo, zebra

open syllables (long 
i, e, o) 

In the Ocean (GRL C)
The Mailbox (GRL C)

me, no, go 
me, no

long a_e What Ben Made (GRL B)
In a Cold, Cold Place (GRL C)
Dinosaur Time (GRL D)

made 
place 
ate

long o_e The Pond (GRL D) tadpole

long i_e What’s the Weather? (GRL B)
Riding My Bike (GRL D)

like 
ride, bike

double final 
consonant

Sniff (GRL C)
Shut the Gate! (GRL D)

sniff, grass 
Jill, hill, fell; Jack, back

consonant blends Going Shopping (GRL D)
Sleeping Animals (GRL D)

bread, plums, frogs, flags, trees, trains 
sleep, branch, snake, flower, ground, tree, fly
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Social/Emotional Learning Strategies Matrix
One Social/Emotional theme is covered in each book’s Lesson Plan activity  
as indicated below .

 
 
Title

 
 

GRL

 
Relationship 

Skills

Responsible 
Decision-
Making

 
Self-

Awareness

 
 

Self-Management

 
Social 

Awareness

Animal Clouds A •

At the Zoo A •

Being Safe A •

Chairs A •

Circus A •

Dogs A •

Face Painting A •

Fall Feast A •

Fruit Salad A •

Glasses A •

Ice Cream A •

Living and Nonliving A •

Look at Me A •

Our Country’s Symbols A •

Playing A •

Push and Pull A •

Seasons A •

The Sun A •

City Life, Country Life B •

Don’t Throw It Away B •

Fourth of July B •

I’m Brave B •

It’s Snowing! B •

Jobs at School B •

Lady Liberty B •

Landforms B •

On My Head B •

One, Two, Buckle My Shoe B •

Play Ball! B •

Run, Rabbit, Run! B •

Sandwiches B •

What Ben Made B •

What’s for Dinner? B •

What’s the Weather? B •

What’s This? What’s That? B •

Work Around Town B •
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Title

 
 

GRL

 
Relationship 

Skills

Responsible 
Decision-
Making

 
Self-

Awareness

 
 

Self-Management

 
Social 

Awareness

Birthday Cakes C •

Butterfly C •

Cats C •

The Goat C •

Hamburger C •

I Can’t Find My Roller Skates C •

In a Cold, Cold Place C •

In the Ocean C •

The Mailbox C •

Making Butter C •

Making Pizza C •

Monsters C •

My Dog C •

The Party C •

Smoothies C •

Sniff C •

Tickling C •

What’s That Noise? C •

Dinosaur Time D •

Going Shopping D •

Looking at Flowers D •

Looking for Fang D •

The Lost Mother D •

Mighty Machines D •

My Farm D •

Plants D •

The Pond D •

Rain D •

Riding My Bike D •

Sebastian Learns to Fly D •

Shut the Gate! D •

Signs D •

Sleeping Animals D •

Springs D •

Tadpoles and Frogs D •

The Tree D •
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Pacing Plan
  Allow two 30-minute workshop sessions for  
each book .

  Each Guided Reading Level (GRL) contains  
18 books and would take 7–8 five-day weeks to 
cover . Pacing can be adjusted as needed .

  When delivering instruction, choose books that 
support your district’s scope and sequence or 
that reflect students’ reading ability and Guided 
Reading Level . See the Scope & Sequence for 
book titles, GRLs, and Lexile® measures .

  To monitor fluency, complete a Running Record 
(Teacher Strategy Handbook) with each student 
once per week . The plan below suggests 
when to incorporate Running Records into the 
workshop sessions .

  When appropriate, incorporate English 
Language Learner strategies within the lesson .

  As time allows, add the GO Further activities to 
extend learning related to language, writing, or 
comprehension .

D
AY

 Before Reading 
5 minutes

Use the first page of the individual Lesson Plan to 
complete pre-reading activities:

  Build Background and Introduce the Book  
(2 minutes)

  Introduce Vocabulary (2–3 minutes)

 During Reading 
25 minutes

Use the second page of the individual Lesson Plan 
to complete two readings of the book:

  First Read: Read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

  Second Read: Guide the reading with prompts 
(15 minutes)

D
AY

 During Reading continued

15 minutes

Use the second and third pages of the individual 
Lesson Plan to complete a third reading of the book:

  Third Read: Reread the text to focus on 
phonics and reading comprehension skills . 
 Phonics: Focus on the phonics objective .  
 (10 minutes) 
 Reading Comprehension: Focus on the  
 reading comprehension objective .  
 (5 minutes)

 After Reading
15 minutes

Use the third page of the individual Lesson Plan 
to complete progress monitoring and other after-
reading activities:

  Assess Progress: 
 Phonics: Use the Blackline Master to assess  
 students’ understanding of the phonics skill .  
 (5 minutes) 
  Think About It: Use the questions  

at the end of the book to assess reading 
comprehension . (5 minutes) 
Fluency: Simultaneously, monitor select 
individuals’ fluency with Running Records .  
(5 minutes per student)

  Social/Emotional Learning: Guide a 
discussion around a social/emotional learning 
topic . (5 minutes)
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Sample Pacing Plan for a Guided Reading Level
The Guided Reading Levels in the AlphaKids GO! Kindergarten set are A, B, C, and D .  
Each level contains 18 titles .

Teach each title over two 30-minute sessions using the Pacing Plan on the previous page .  

The table below shows sample pacing for Guided Reading Level A . The pacing for Guided  
Reading Levels B, C, and D would follow the same pattern .

Guided Reading Level A
Days 1–2
Animal Clouds

Days 3–4
At the Zoo

Days 5–6
Being Safe

Days 7–8
Chairs

Days 9–10
Circus

Days 11–12
Dogs

Days 13–14
Face Painting

Days 15–16
Fall Feast

Days 17–18
Fruit Salad

Days 19–20
Glasses

Days 21–22
Ice Cream

Days 23–24
Living and Nonliving

Days 25–26
Look at Me

Days 27–28
Our Country’s Symbols

Days 29–30
Playing

Days 31–32
Push and Pull

Days 33–34
Seasons

Days 35–36
The Sun
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Running Records
Overview

Running Records capture what students know 
and understand about the reading process . They 
capture students’ thinking . Running Records 
provide teachers with an opportunity to analyze 
what happened and plan appropriate instruction . 
From Running Records, teachers have evidence of 
what the student is able to do, ready to learn, and 
learning over a period of time .

A Running Record is not just the recording of 
right and wrong words . It requires observing all 
behaviors to help determine the “thinking process” 
students are using as they read the text . A correct 
response does not necessarily reveal the thinking 
a student is using unless they have verbalized 
or shown through body language (e .g ., eyes 
go to the picture, finger moves back across the 
text) their mental processing . A Running Record 
provides teachers with a playback of an entire oral 
reading conference, including the smallest details 
of the reader’s attitude, demeanor, accuracy, and 
understanding . With this information, teachers 
can analyze behaviors, responses, competencies, 
initiatives taken, and in turn, determine instructional 
needs . Teachers are therefore encouraged to record 
all behaviors students displayed during reading 
conferences . Running Records are also a critical 
piece of assessment for the formation of flexible 
guided reading groups . They help teachers to select 
texts and teach appropriate strategies . Running 
Records allow teachers to document progress over 
time when an initial or baseline record is compared 
to a more recent one .

Recording Reading Behaviors
To take a Running Record, sit beside a student as 
he or she reads the text aloud in a natural and 
relaxed environment . It is necessary to select a 
time when you can hear the student read without 
interruptions, such as when students are engaged in 
quiet reading or working at various centers . Observe 
and record everything the student says and does 
during the reading . You will find yourself noticing 
more and more about students’ reading behaviors 
each time you take a Running Record . Because 
there is a set code for recording, all teachers can 
understand and then discuss, analyze, and plan 
teaching strategies for the student or small groups 
of students . 

Recording Notations 
The following conventions provide a consistent 
approach to recording reading behaviors . With 
these notations, every effort the student makes is 
recorded in detail . 

Behavior Notation Example

Correct 
response

Mark every word read correctly with a  
check mark. Can you see my eyes?

Substitution Write the spoken word above the word in 
the text. Can you see my eyes?

Omission Place a dash above the word left out. 
Can you see my eyes?

Insertion Insert the added word and place a dash 
below it (or use a caret). Can you see my eyes?

Attempt Write each attempt above the word in 
the text. Can you see my eyes?

Repetition Write R after the repeated word phrase  
and draw an arrow back to the beginning  
of the repetition. 

Can you see my eyes?

Appeal* 
(asks for help)

Write A above the appealed word.
Can you see my eyes?

Told word Write T beside the word supplied for the 
reader. Can you see my T eyes?

Self-correction Write SC after the corrected word. 
Can you see my eyes?

*  An appeal for help from the student is turned back to the student for further effort. 
If the student is unsuccessful, the word is teacher-given (told word).

The

A

Big

the/SC

e-ey

R
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Scoring a Running Record
Use the following scoring to assess a student’s performance .

1.  Count only the running words in a text . Running words do not include titles, subtitles, captions,  
and so on . The running word count for the AlphaKids GO! books is included on each corresponding 
Running Record .

2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Count each word in a skipped line as an error . 

4. Count a skipped page as one error and subtract the word count for that page from the total word count . 

5. Count proper nouns read inaccurately only once . Count other words read inaccurately each time . 

6.  Calculate the Percent of Accuracy for a record by subtracting the total number of errors made from the 
number of running words in the text . The answer will then be divided by the number of running words . 
(The Percent of Accuracy for each AlphaKids GO! book has been calculated . You need to count only the 
number of errors to determine the percentage .)

7.  Determine the Self-Correction Rate for a record . The Self-Correction Rate indicates how well a student 
self-monitors his or her reading . Calculate this rate by adding the total number of errors to the total 
number of self-corrections and dividing this sum total by the total number of self-corrections .

8.  Example: 6 total errors and 2 self-corrections = 8  
8 divided by 2 (the number of self-corrections) = 4 
The Self-Correction Rate is recorded as 1:4, which shows the student self-corrected one time for every 
four words misread . 
A Self-Correction Rate of up to 1:5 shows the student is self-monitoring and using decoding strategies .

9.  Once you have calculated the Percent of Accuracy and the Self-Correction Rate, you can determine 
whether the reading level for that book is easy, instructional, or hard for a particular reader . 

Understanding Percentages
Easy Text
(96–100%)

Appropriate  
Instructional Text
(93–95%)

Challenging 
Instructional Text
(90–92%)

Hard Text
(Below 90%)

Move student to a 
higher text level .

Use this level as a 
comfortable instructional 
text level .

Use an easy text 
at this level for 
instruction .

Move student 
to a lower 
level .

Count as one error: Do not count:
• a substitution • self-corrections 
• an omission • repetitions 
• an incorrect attempt • a correct attempt 
• an unsuccessful appeal • a successful appeal 
• a told word • words pronounced differently in a student’s dialect or accent 
• an insertion 
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Analyzing Reading Behaviors
Once a record of a student’s reading has been 
taken, it is necessary to analyze the strategies, cues, 
and behaviors he or she is using (or not using) .

When analyzing a student’s reading performance, 
it is your “best guess” (using all the knowledge 
gathered about the student) of the process or 
“reading thinking” that is happening . To acquire a 
useful analysis, it is important to determine whether 
readers are using meaning cues, structural cues, or 
visual cues .

Meaning Cues M 
Meaning cues relate to a reader’s ability to gather 
a book’s basic message by making meaning 
of it at the text, content, and word level . If 
readers are using meaning cues, they think and 
evaluate what they read . They check whether 
the sentence makes sense . Meaning appropriate 
errors (miscues) do not interrupt the general 
comprehension of the sentence or paragraph . A 
meaning miscue may be syntactically appropriate, 
but it may have not have a letter-sound 
correlation . 

When analyzing a Running Record, it is important 
to look at all the errors the student makes . For 
each error, answer the following question: Does 
the student’s attempt make sense considering the 
story background, information from the picture, 
and meaning in the sentence? If the answer is 
yes, the student has used meaning cues, and M is 
circled in the error column . 

There are many trees in the forest .
Cues Used

M  S  V

In this example, the reader substituted woods for forest . With this 
substitution, the sentence still makes sense and sounds right . Therefore, 
the reader used both meaning cues and structural cues . However, the 
reader did not use visual cues since the words do not resemble each 
other in any way . 

Structural Cues S 
Readers who use structural cues are relying on 
their knowledge of the grammar and structure 
of the English language to make the text sound 
right . Using this knowledge, readers check 
whether or not the word or sentence sounds 
right . 

When analyzing a Running Record, it is important 
to look at all the errors the student makes . For 
each error, answer the following question: Does 
the student’s attempt sound right considering the 
structure and syntax of the English language? If 
the answer is yes, the student has used structural 
cues, and S is circled in the error column . 

Visual Cues V 
Visual information includes the way letters and 
words “look .” Readers use their knowledge of 
the visual features of words and letters and then 
connect these features to their knowledge of the 
way words and letters sound when spoken . 

When analyzing a Running Record, it is important 
to look at all the errors the student makes . For 
each error answer the following question: Does 
the student’s attempt visually resemble in any way 
the word in the text (e .g ., begins and/or ends 
with the same letter)? If the answer is yes, the 
student has used visual cues, and V is circled in 
the error column . 

I swim in a pool .
Cues Used

M  S  V

In this example, the reader substituted poor for pool . With this 
substitution, the sentence does not make sense nor does it sound 
right based on the grammar and syntax of the English language . 
However, the two words resemble each other visually, so the reader 
used visual cues . 

woods

poor
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When dealing with self-corrections, consider 
what caused the student to make the error 
in the first place . If meaning cues were used 
for the self-correction, M is circled in the self-
correction column . If structural cues were 
used for self-correction, S is circled in the self-
correction column . If visual cues were used for 
self-correction, V is circled in the self-correction 
column .

Readers should be using more than one cueing 
system at a time . The goal for readers is to 
integrate the cueing systems while reading for 
meaning . For example, a student might look at 
a word, make the sound of the first letter, think 
of a word that would make sense, sound right, 
and match the visual features of the word . This 
student has initially used visual information, 
thought about meaning and structure, and then 
checked the prediction about visual information . 
When this happens quickly, the student’s focus 
remains on meaning . 

Credit: Barrett, J ., Littleford, J ., and Watson, J . AlphaKids Reading 
Assessment Teacher Guide Levels 1–24 . Sundance Publishing . 
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Sample of a Completed Record 

Analyze the errors the 
student has made. 
Which cues has the 
student used?

M Did it make sense?

q Did meaning influence 
the error? Did the student 
make a meaningful 
substitution (e .g ., with  
for on)?

S Did it sound right?

q Did the student’s 
response still fit the 
structure (syntax) of the 
sentence (e .g ., a for the)?

V Did it look right?

q Did the student’s 
response show evidence 
of information gathered 
from the print?

In the Ocean
Guided Reading Level: C • Lexile® measure: 250L • Word count: 147 words

Student’s Name  __________________________________________________________  Date  _____________________

Record of Reading Behaviors
page Key: E = errors SC = self-correction  

M = meaning S = structure  V = visual
 
E

 
SC

E
M  S  V

SC
M  S  V

2
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?
1 M  S  V M  S  V

3
I saw a fish, 

but it did not see me .
1 M  S  V

4
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

5
I saw a hermit crab, 

but it did not see me .
1 M  S  V

6
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

7
I saw a stingray, 

but it did not see me .

8
I looked in the ocean,

and what did I see?

TOTAL: 2 1

OBSERVATIONS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self-
corrections are 

analyzed first in the error 
column and then in the self-

correction column.

o-

o-

do

the

huge

st-

SC
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Analyze the errors the 
student has made. 
Which cues has the 
student used?

M Did it make sense?

q Did meaning influence 
the error? Did the student 
make a meaningful 
substitution (e .g ., with  
for on)?

S Did it sound right?

q Did the student’s 
response still fit the 
structure (syntax) of the 
sentence (e .g ., a for the)?

V Did it look right?

q Did the student’s 
response show evidence 
of information gathered 
from the print?

OBSERVATIONS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Record of Reading Behaviors

— read with an  
expressive voice

— used  M  S  and  
  V  and attempted 
integration

—good self-correction  
rate

page Key: E = errors SC = self-correction  
M = meaning S = structure  V = visual

 
E

 
SC

E
M  S  V

SC
M  S  V

9
I saw a sea star,  

but it did not see me .
1 M  S  V

10
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

11
I saw a seahorse,

but it did not see me .

12
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

13
I saw an octopus, 

but it did not see me .

14
I looked in the ocean,  

and what did I see?

15
I saw a shark,  

and the shark saw me . 
1 M  S  V M  S  V

16 Oh no! Time to go! 1 M  S  V

TOTAL: 4 2 6  5  3 0  1  2

Add up  
the cues in the 

analysis columns to see 
which ones the student 

predominately uses.

oh

but/SC
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Analyze the errors the 
student has made. 
Which cues has the 
student used?

M Did it make sense?

q Did meaning influence 
the error? Did the student 
make a meaningful 
substitution (e.g., with  
for on)?

S Did it sound right?

q Did the student’s 
response still fit the 
structure (syntax) of the 
sentence (e.g., a for the)?

V Did it look right?

q Did the student’s 
response show evidence 
of information gathered 
from the print?

OBSERVATIONS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One, Two, Buckle My Shoe
Guided Reading Level: B • Lexile® measure: 250L • Word count: 31 words

Student’s Name  __________________________________________________________  Date  _____________________

Record of Reading Behaviors
page Key: E = errors SC = self-correction  

M = meaning S = structure  V = visual
E SC E

M S V
SC

M S V

2
One, two,  

buckle my shoe .

3
Three, four,  

shut the door .

4
Five, six,  

pick up sticks .

5
Seven, eight,  

lay them straight .

6
Nine, ten,  

a big red hen .

7
One to ten,  

begin again .

TOTAL:
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Future Learning Goals 
Self-Monitoring M Meaning S Structure V Visual

Demonstration of Reading Strategies
Self-Monitoring
q  Ignored obvious errors

q Paused/stopped

q Repeated word(s)

q  Tried something else

q Self-corrected

q  Self-corrected and reread to 
confirm

q  Integrated cueing systems 
(M, S, V)

M Meaning
q  Looked at the picture

q  Made meaningful 
substitutions

q  Made personal connections

q  Used knowledge of text 
forms

S Structure
q Used punctuation

q  Used expressive voice 
(reading sounds like talking)

q Used phrasing

q  Used knowledge of syntax as 
a source of information

V Visual
q  Knew left-to-right 

directionality

q  Matched one to one (finger 
pointing)

q  Knows what a letter is

q  Knows what a word is

q  Looked at first letter

q  Knew first letter

q  Used high-frequency words 
to monitor reading

q  Used sound/letter 
relationships

q  Used word parts/endings to 
decode

q  Noticed similarities and 
differences between words

Analysis of Record
Percent of Accuracy 

Easy Text
(96–100%)

Appropriate 
Instructional Text

(93–95%)

Challenging 
Instructional Text

(90–92%)

Hard Text
(Below 90%)

0–1 errors 2 errors 3 errors 4 or more errors

Move student to higher text 
level .

A comfortable instructional 
text level

Use an easy text at this level 
for instruction .

Move student to lower level .

Self-Correction Rate  
Follow the steps below to calculate rate .

1 . Total Errors + Total Self-Corrections = Sum Total 2 . Sum Total ÷ Total Self-Corrections = Rate

q + q = q q ÷ q = 1:q
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In the Ocean
Guided Reading Level: C • Lexile® measure: 250L • Word count: 147 words

Student’s Name  __________________________________________________________  Date  _____________________

Record of Reading Behaviors
page Key: E = errors SC = self-correction  

M = meaning S = structure  V = visual
E SC E

M  S  V
SC

M  S  V

2
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

3
I saw a fish, 

but it did not see me .

4
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

5
I saw a hermit crab, 

but it did not see me .

6
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

7
I saw a stingray, 

but it did not see me .

8
I looked in the ocean,

and what did I see?

9
I saw a sea star,  

but it did not see me .

10
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

11
I saw a seahorse,

but it did not see me .

12
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

TOTAL:

Analyze the errors the 
student has made. 
Which cues has the 
student used?

M Did it make sense?

q Did meaning influence 
the error? Did the student 
make a meaningful 
substitution (e .g ., with  
for on)?

S Did it sound right?

q Did the student’s 
response still fit the 
structure (syntax) of the 
sentence (e .g ., a for the)?

V Did it look right?

q Did the student’s 
response show evidence 
of information gathered 
from the print?

OBSERVATIONS
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Analyze the errors the 
student has made. 
Which cues has the 
student used?

M Did it make sense?

q Did meaning influence 
the error? Did the student 
make a meaningful 
substitution (e .g ., with  
for on)?

S Did it sound right?

q Did the student’s 
response still fit the 
structure (syntax) of the 
sentence (e .g ., a for the)?

V Did it look right?

q Did the student’s 
response show evidence 
of information gathered 
from the print?

OBSERVATIONS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Record of Reading Behaviors
page Key: E = errors SC = self-correction  

M = meaning S = structure  V = visual
 
E

 
SC

E
M  S  V

SC
M  S  V

9
I saw a sea star,  

but it did not see me .

10
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

11
I saw a seahorse,

but it did not see me .

12
I looked in the ocean, 

and what did I see?

13
I saw an octopus, 

but it did not see me .

14
I looked in the ocean,  

and what did I see?

15
I saw a shark,  

and the shark saw me . 

16 Oh no! Time to go!

TOTAL:
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Future Learning Goals 
Self-Monitoring M Meaning S Structure V Visual

Demonstration of Reading Strategies
Self-Monitoring
q  Ignored obvious errors

q Paused/stopped

q Repeated word(s)

q  Tried something else

q Self-corrected

q  Self-corrected and reread to 
confirm

q  Integrated cueing systems 
(M, S, V)

M Meaning
q  Looked at the picture

q  Made meaningful 
substitutions

q  Made personal connections

q  Used knowledge of text 
forms

S Structure
q Used punctuation

q  Used expressive voice 
(reading sounds like talking)

q Used phrasing

q  Used knowledge of syntax as 
a source of information

V Visual
q  Knew left-to-right 

directionality

q  Matched one to one (finger 
pointing)

q  Knows what a letter is

q  Knows what a word is

q  Looked at first letter

q  Knew first letter

q  Used high-frequency words 
to monitor reading

q  Used sound/letter 
relationships

q  Used word parts/endings to 
decode

q  Noticed similarities and 
differences between words

OBSERVATIONS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Analysis of Record
Percent of Accuracy 

Easy Text
(96–100%)

Appropriate 
Instructional Text

(93–95%)

Challenging 
Instructional Text

(90–92%)

Hard Text
(Below 90%)

0–5 errors 6–10 errors 11–14 errors 15 or more errors

Move student to higher text 
level .

A comfortable instructional 
text level

Use an easy text at this level 
for instruction .

Move student to lower level .

Self-Correction Rate  
Follow the steps below to calculate rate .

1 . Total Errors + Total Self-Corrections = Sum Total 2 . Sum Total ÷ Total Self-Corrections = Rate

q + q = q q ÷ q = 1:q
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Graphic Organizers
A graphic organizer is a visual teaching and learning 
tool . It is a visual representation of information: a 
display that indicates relationships among facts, 
terms, and concepts . A graphic organizer can show 
how ideas are connected and demonstrate how 
information is organized . 

The graphic organizers provided on the following 
pages can be used with the AlphaKids GO! books 
to help students:

• develop, organize, and communicate ideas

• build vocabulary

• recognize relationships and patterns

• highlight key ideas

• analyze texts

• participate as active learners

• enable collaboration and interaction within 
groups

• promote focused discussion

Story Map
Use this chart with fiction books to help students:

• identify the setting, characters, and plot  
of a story

• retell a story in their own words

Main Idea and Details Chart
Use this chart with nonfiction books to help 
students:

• identify the main topic or idea of a book

• identify details that support and explain the 
main idea

• retell a book in their own words

Venn Diagram
Use this graphic organizer with fiction or nonfiction 
books to help students:

• identify the similarities and differences between 
two topics or characters in a book

• explain the relationship between two topics or 
characters, based on similarities and differences

Five Ws Chart
Use this chart with the GO Further writing activities 
in the individual Lesson Plans to help students:

• gather ideas for an article or story

• recall important details about a topic while 
writing

Word Encounters Square
Use this chart with the Introduce Vocabulary 
activities in the individual Lesson Plans to help 
students:

• clarify their understanding of a word’s meaning

• explore a word’s meaning and usage by making 
contextual connections
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Story Map
Name  ______________________________________________  Date  _______________

Characters

Setting

Problem

Events

Solution
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Word Definition

Where have I seen or 
heard this word?

When might I use  
this word?

Word Encounters Square
Name  ______________________________________________  Date  _______________


